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Description:
About Nuclear Steam Generator
A nuclear steam generator converts water to steam in a nuclear power reactor. It is linked between the primary loop and the secondary loop. The piping system that contains coolant is called the primary loop and is maintained at a very high pressure and temperature. The secondary loop consists of a separate piping system, where water is converted to steam. The water that passes through the primary loop never mixes with water from the secondary loop.

The analysts forecast the Nuclear Steam Generator market in China to grow at a negative CAGR of 16 percent over the period 2014-2019.

Covered in this Report
The Nuclear Steam Generator market in China has been segmented on the basis of reactor status and reactor type.
The report, Nuclear Steam Generator Market in China 2015-2019, has been prepared based on an in-depth market analysis with inputs from industry experts. The report also discusses steam generator demand based on reactor types. In addition, it presents the vendor landscape and a corresponding detailed analysis of the key vendors in the Nuclear Steam Generator market in China. The report also includes a discussion of the key vendors operating in this market.

Key Vendors
- Areva
- Dongfang Electric
- ROSATOM
- Shanghai Electric
- Westinghouse Electric

Other Prominent Vendors
- China First Heavy Industries
- Harbin Electric

Market Drivers
- Rise in Power Demand
- For a full, detailed list, view our report

Market Challenges
- Safety Issues and Public Opposition
- For a full, detailed list, view our report

Market Trend
- Remedy for Meeting Carbon Emission Targets
- For a full, detailed list, view our report

Key Questions Answered in this Report
- What will the market size be in 2019 and what will the growth rate be?
- What are the key market trends?
- What is driving this market?
- What are the challenges to market growth?
- Who are the key vendors in this market space?
- What are the market opportunities and threats faced by the key vendors?
- What are the strengths and weaknesses of the key vendors?
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